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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

THE AVIATION MARKETPLACE ANNOUNCES
2019 HURRICANE EVACUATION PROGRAM
(Destin, Florida, June 6, 2019) The Aviation Marketplace, through its parent company, MemberJets LLC,
announced today that it will provide assistance to the general public needing to evacuate hurricane affected
areas during the 2019 hurricane season. The Aviation Marketplace along with its aircraft and broker partners
will provide aircraft to affected areas allowing evacuees to quickly and effectively evacuate from targeted
areas.
Ty Carter, company Founder and CEO said today, “Each year, we witness the devastating impacts that
hurricanes can cause to a region. We also witness the many challenges people face when trying to evacuate,
from congested evacuation routes to limited commercial flight options, leaving few alternatives for evacuees.
The Aviation Marketplace, along with its partners, are committed to ensuring a viable and safe alternative for
the general public to get out of harm’s way.”
Anyone requiring emergency evacuation will be able to view flight options and purchase individual seats at
www.aviationmarketplace.aero. The Aviation Marketplace will also activate its disaster relief number at 1-844
-411-JETS (5387) to support relief efforts. The 2019 Aviation Marketplace evacuation program is effective in
the United States and the entire Caribbean.
“In the event of a hurricane or major weather phenomenon, people are encouraged to download the FEMA
app which includes disaster resources, weather alerts, safety tips and a preparedness toolkit,” Carter said.
MemberJets, LLC is a U.S. Department of Transportation approved Indirect Air Carrier (IAC) under Title 14 of
the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 380. The Aviation Marketplace provides the only legal compliance
platform allowing charter brokers, travel agents and aircraft operators to legally convert any flight into a public
Part 380 charter, enabling that flight to be legally marketed, published and sold on an individual seat basis,
creating a consumer focused ecosystem!
The Aviation Marketplace provides the back office, legal compliance and central repository for the sale and
marketing of flights on a per seat basis, creating the first ever industry powered platform to accommodate the
next generation of travelers. The Aviation Marketplace provides the missing link and central connection to an
established industry for the benefit of the consumer.
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